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ABSTRACT
We investigate the convective stability of two popular types of model of the gas distribution in the
hot Galactic halo. We first consider models in which the halo density and temperature decrease
exponentially with height above the disk. These halo models were created to account for the fact that,
on some sight lines, the halo’s X-ray emission lines and absorption lines yield different temperatures,
implying that the halo is non-isothermal. We show that the hot gas in these exponential models is
convectively unstable if γ < 3/2, where γ is the ratio of the temperature and density scale heights.
Using published measurements of γ and its uncertainty, we use Bayes’ Theorem to infer posterior
probability distributions for γ, and hence the probability that the halo is convectively unstable for
different sight lines. We find that, if these exponential models are good descriptions of the hot
halo gas, at least in the first few kiloparsecs from the plane, the hot halo is reasonably likely to be
convectively unstable on two of the three sight lines for which scale height information is available.
We also consider more extended models of the halo. While isothermal halo models are convectively
stable if the density decreases with distance from the Galaxy, a model of an extended adiabatic
halo in hydrostatic equilibrium with the Galaxy’s dark matter is on the boundary between stability
and instability. However, we find that radiative cooling may perturb this model in the direction of
convective instability. If the Galactic halo is indeed convectively unstable, this would argue in favor
of supernova activity in the Galactic disk contributing to the heating the hot halo gas.
Keywords: convection — Galaxy: halo — ISM: general — ISM: structure — X-rays: ISM
1. INTRODUCTION
X-ray observations indicate the presence of hot
gas above the disk of our Galaxy, in the halo, with
temperatures of ∼(1–3) × 106 K. Evidence for this hot
gas comes from observations of the diffuse soft X-ray
background (SXRB) emission (e.g., Kuntz & Snowden
2000; Yoshino et al. 2009; Henley & Shelton 2013),
and absorption lines from highly ionized met-
als in the X-ray spectra of active galactic nuclei
(e.g., Nicastro et al. 2002; Rasmussen et al. 2003;
Yao & Wang 2007; Hagihara et al. 2010; Gupta et al.
2012; Miller & Bregman 2013). The hot halo gas
is thought to be due to supernova-driven outflows
from the Galactic disk (e.g., Shapiro & Field 1976;
Norman & Ikeuchi 1989; Joung & Mac Low 2006;
Hill et al. 2012) and/or infall of extragalactic gas (e.g.,
Toft et al. 2002; Rasmussen et al. 2009; Crain et al.
2010), but the relative importance of these two processes
remains uncertain (Henley et al. 2010; Henley & Shelton
2013).
In this paper, we consider the question of energy
transport in the hot halo. In particular, we investigate
whether or not the hot halo gas is convectively unstable.
In a so-called galactic fountain (Shapiro & Field 1976;
Bregman 1980), a convective flow is expected to be set
up by supernova heating: the heated gas moves from the
disk into the halo, either by superbubbles breaking out
of the disk (e.g., Mac Low et al. 1989) or by regions of
hot gas rising buoyantly (Avillez & Mac Low 2001), and
then subsequently cools and falls back to the disk. How-
ever, while several different models for the density and
temperature distributions of the hot halo have recently
been proposed, to the best of our knowledge no one has
investigated the convective stability of these models. Our
goal here is to help build a more complete picture of the
physical processes occurring in the halo.
Whether or not a halo model is convectively unstable
depends on the density and temperature distributions of
the gas, and there is some disagreement regarding the
best model to describe these distributions. Such mod-
els fall mainly into two broad categories, which we refer
to as exponential and extended halo models (in this pa-
per, we will examine halo models from both categories).
Wang & Yao (2012, and references therein) argue in fa-
vor of the former type of model, saying that the X-ray
observations are best described by a model in which the
hot halo plasma is concentrated relatively close to the
disk, with an exponential scale height of a few kilopar-
secs. However, others argue that the X-ray observations
indicate a more extended hot halo (&100 kpc in extent;
e.g., Gupta et al. 2012, 2013; Miller & Bregman 2013).
There is also indirect evidence for an extended halo, such
as the lack of gas in satellite galaxies and the confinement
of high-velocity clouds (Fang et al. 2013, and references
therein). In reality, the halo may consist of a combina-
tion of exponentially distributed gas close to the disk and
more extended, lower-density gas (Yao & Wang 2007).
In Section 2, we will discuss the arguments for and
against the exponential and extended halo models. As
the global morphology and extent of the hot halo are un-
certain, we will consider the convective stability of both
types of model, in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. We dis-
cuss our results in Section 5, and conclude with a sum-
mary in Section 6.
2. MODELS OF THE MILKY WAY’S HOT HALO
2.1. Exponential Halo Models
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Yao & Wang (2007) argued that the observed halo
O VII/O VIII column density ratio (measured from the
high-resolution Chandra grating spectrum of Mrk 421)
and the diffuse O VII/O VIII emission ratio (from a mi-
crocalorimeter spectrum of the SXRB; McCammon et al.
2002) implied different halo temperatures, implying that
the halo is non-isothermal (see the first row of Table 11).
Instead, Yao & Wang (2007) found that the observations
could be described by a disk-like halo model in which the
number density, n, and temperature, T , decreased expo-
nentially with height, z:
n(z)=n0 exp
(
−
z
hnξ
)
, (1)
T (z)=T0 exp
(
−
z
hT ξ
)
, (2)
where n0 and T0 are the midplane values, hn and hT are
the scale heights (assumed to be positive), and ξ is the
hot gas filling factor (assumed to be a constant).
Given a set of model parameters, this exponential halo
model predicts an X-ray emission spectrum and a set
of ion column densities. Essentially, the X-ray emission
spectrum and ion column densities are obtained by in-
tegrating n2ε(T,E) and nfi(T ), respectively, along the
line of sight, where ε(T,E) is the emissivity at photon
energy E, fi(T ) is the ion fraction for the ion in question,
and n and T are obtained from Equations (1) and (2),
respectively. By fitting these model predictions simulta-
neously to the X-ray absorption and emission line data,
one can constrain the midplane density and temperature
and the corresponding scale heights. Yao & Wang (2007)
obtained scale heights of ∼1–2 kpc, implying that the hot
halo gas is confined close to the disk.
The Yao & Wang (2007) model has subsequently been
applied to the LMC X-3 and PKS 2155−304 sight lines
(Yao et al. 2009; Hagihara et al. 2010), as well as to
a re-analysis of the Mrk 421 sight line (Sakai et al.
2012). In each of these subsequent analyses, the ab-
sorption line data were obtained from Chandra grat-
ing spectra of the targets in question, while the emis-
sion data were obtained from nearby blank-sky Suzaku
fields. Unlike Yao & Wang (2007), Yao et al. (2009)
and Hagihara et al. (2010) accounted for the foreground
emission from the Local Bubble and/or from solar wind
charge exchange when modeling the X-ray emission spec-
tra (Sakai et al. 2012 did not mention the foreground
emission in their brief report of their analysis). Similarly
to Yao & Wang (2007), these studies typically found
Tabs < Temis (see Table 1) and obtained halo scale heights
of a few kiloparsecs. However, for the PKS 2155−304
sight line, the difference between logTabs and logTemis
is smaller than on the other sight lines. As a result, hT
is somewhat larger on this sight line than on the other
sight lines (∼6 kpc, versus .3 kpc). This suggests that,
1 Note that Yao & Wang (2007) did not take into account the
foreground emission from the Local Bubble and/or from solar
wind charge exchange (e.g., Smith et al. 2007; Henley & Shelton
2008; Gupta et al. 2009; Koutroumpa et al. 2011) when inferring
the halo temperature from the McCammon et al. (2002) emission
spectrum. However, the temperature that they obtained has been
confirmed by Gupta et al. (2013), using Suzaku observations of the
SXRB from fields close to the Mrk 421 sight line, and taking into
account the foreground emission (see the second row of Table 1).
on this sight line, the halo is closer to being isothermal
than on the other sight lines.
2.2. Extended Halo Models
While the above-described studies have argued in favor
of a hot halo with a scale height of a few kpc, others have
argued for a much more extended halo, as is expected
from models of disk galaxy formation (e.g., Crain et al.
2010). As noted in the Introduction, indirect evidence for
an extended halo comes from the lack of gas in satellite
galaxies and from the confinement of high velocity clouds
(Fang et al. 2013, and references therein).
Gupta et al. (2012) have argued that there is direct
X-ray observational evidence for an extended hot halo.
They combined their average measurement of the halo
O VII column density (from Chandra grating spectra)
with the mean halo emission measure taken from the
literature to infer the extent, L, of the hot halo gas.
For an isothermal plasma of electron density ne, the col-
umn density of a given ion N ∝ neL, while the emis-
sion measure E = n2eL, and so L ∝ N
2/E . Gupta et al.
(2012) found L > 100 kpc, in stark contrast to the re-
sults described above. A follow-up study, in which the
emission measures were obtained from blank-sky Suzaku
fields adjacent to the sight lines from which column den-
sities were obtained, also found best-fit values of L ex-
ceeding 100 kpc (Gupta et al. 2013). Gupta et al. (2013)
compared their calculation of L for the PKS 2155−304
sight line with that of Hagihara et al. (2010) (109+200
−80
versus 4.0+1.9
−1.4 kpc), finding that the differences were due
to differences in the values of the measured O VII col-
umn density, the assumed oxygen abundance, and the
assumed ionization fraction used in the calculations.
Wang & Yao (2012) have disputed Gupta et al.’s
(2012) conclusions. They argued that it is inappropri-
ate to adopt the mean column density and emission
measure to infer L, as there is considerable sight line-
to-sight line variation in the observed column densities
and emission measures. (This issue was overcome in the
above-mentioned follow-up study; Gupta et al. 2013.)
Wang & Yao (2012) also argued that it is also inappropri-
ate to assume that the halo is isothermal, since typically
Tabs < Temis (see Table 1). This latter point is impor-
tant because the O VII line tends to sample lower tem-
peratures in absorption than in emission (see Figure 2 in
Wang & Yao 2012). If one assumes an isothermal halo,
then given an O VII column density and an O VII line
intensity, the inferred value of L will change by an or-
der of magnitude if the assumed temperature changes
by just 0.2 dex. Note that Gupta et al. (2013) also as-
sumed an isothermal halo, although their values of Tabs
are 0.16 and 0.09 dex smaller than their values of Temis
for the Mrk 421 and PKS 2155−304 sight lines, respec-
tively, and the confidence intervals for Tabs and Temis on
each sight line do not overlap (see the second and fifth
rows of our Table 1).
Miller & Bregman (2013) used a set of XMM-Newton
O VII equivalent width measurements to constrain the
geometry of the halo. They initially assumed a spheri-
cally symmetric β-model in which the halo density, n, as
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Table 1
Observed Halo Temperatures, Observed Values of γ ≡ hT /hn, and Convective Instability
Probabilities
Sight line log Temis log Tabs γ Reference P (γ < 3/2)
(K) (K)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Mrk 421 ∼6.33 6.16 (6.10, 6.21) 0.29 (< 1.63) 1 0.89
6.32 (6.29, 6.35) 6.16 (6.08, 6.24) · · · 2 · · ·
LMC X-3 6.38 (6.34, 6.40) 6.11 (5.90, 6.30) 0.5 (0.1, 1.7) 3 0.87
PKS 2155−304 6.33 (6.31, 6.35) 6.27 (6.24, 6.29) 2.44 (1.03, 3.55) 4 0.15
6.36 (6.34, 6.38) 6.27 (6.22, 6.32) · · · 2 · · ·
References. — 1. Temperatures from Yao & Wang (2007); γ from Sakai et al. (2012).
2. Gupta et al. (2013). 3. Yao et al. (2009), Table 3. Temis, Tabs, and γ are from rows 1–3 of
that table, respectively. 4. Hagihara et al. (2010). Temis, Tabs, and γ are from row 3 of Table 4,
row 2 of Table 3, and row 1 of Table 7, respectively.
Note. — Columns 2 and 3 contain the halo temperatures inferred from the emission spectrum
and from the absorption lines, respectively, assuming an isothermal halo. Column 4 contains the
ratio of the temperature and density scale heights. The values in parentheses are the 90% confidence
intervals (1σ confidence intervals for ref. 2). Column 6 contains the probability that the hot halo is
convectively unstable on a given sight line, under the assumption that the exponential halo models
are accurate descriptions of the hot halo (see Section 3.3).
a function of Galactocentric distance, r, is given by
n(r) = n0
[
1 +
(
r
rc
)2]−3β/2
, (3)
where the core density, n0, the core radius, rc, and the
slope at large radii, β, were free parameters. (They also
examined a flattened variant of this model.) They ini-
tially assumed that the halo had a maximum radius of
200 kpc. Having determined their best-fit parameters,
they adjusted the halo size until the fit became unac-
ceptable (in terms of χ2), and in this way concluded that
the halo is at least 18 kpc (99% confidence level) in size.
However, before their fitting, Miller & Bregman (2013)
added an additional uncertainty of ≈7 mA˚ to their equiv-
alent widths’ measurement uncertainties, to account for
intrinsic scatter due to substructure in the halo. It is
unclear how their constraint on the halo’s extent would
depend on the size of this additional uncertainty.
2.3. Summary of Models
In summary, the global morphology and extent of the
Milky Way’s hot halo remain uncertain. Studies just
of the halo X-ray emission do not help clarify this is-
sue. Yoshino et al. (2009) found that the halo emission
measure tends to decrease toward the Galactic poles, al-
though the decrease is steeper than that expected from a
plane-parallel disk model. In Henley & Shelton (2013),
on the other hand, we found no such tendency for the
emission measure to decrease toward the Galactic poles
in our much larger data set, contrary to what is expected
from a plane-parallel disk model. However, we pointed
out that the patchiness of the halo emission made it dif-
ficult to determine the halo’s global morphology. In re-
ality, the hot halo may consist of higher-metallicity gas
with a scale height of a few kiloparsecs, which would tend
to dominate the X-ray observations, plus a much lower-
density, lower-metallicity halo extending to ∼100 kpc, as
inferred from indirect evidence (Yao & Wang 2007).
As noted in the Introduction, in this paper we will
first consider the exponential halo models introduced by
Yao & Wang (2007), and examine the implications of the
published results based on these models (Section 3). We
will then look at more extended halo models in Section 4.
3. EXPONENTIAL HOT HALO MODEL
3.1. Convective Instability Criterion
Here, we consider the convective stability of the expo-
nential halo models described by Equations (1) and (2).
In general, a gas will be convectively unstable if the spe-
cific entropy, S, decreases with height (e.g., Shu 1992,
Chapter 8). To simplify the mathematics, we define the
following quantity:
s = Tn−2/3, (4)
which is a monotonic function of S (s = α exp(S/β),
where α and β are constants). Since s is a monotonic
function of S, the above convective instability criterion
applies to s, as well as to S. For most of the remainder
of this paper, we will refer to s as the entropy (though
we will return to considering S in Section 4).
Substituting Equations (1) and (2) into Equation (4),
we obtain the entropy of Yao & Wang’s (2007) exponen-
tial halo model as a function of height:
s(z) = s0 exp
(
−
z
hsξ
)
, (5)
where
s0 = T0n
−2/3
0 (6)
is the midplane entropy and
hs =
3hT
3− 2hT /hn
(7)
is the entropy scale height.
If hs > 0, the entropy decreases with height (Equa-
tion (5)), and hence the hot halo gas is convectively un-
stable. From Equation (7), we see that this occurs if
γ ≡
hT
hn
<
3
2
. (8)
Thus, we have derived the convective instability crite-
rion for Yao & Wang’s (2007) exponential halo model, in
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terms of the ratio of the temperature and density scale
heights, γ. Note that this criterion is independent of the
filling factor, ξ, which is not constrained in the observa-
tional analyses.
3.2. Observations of γ
We will use the results obtained by applying the
Yao & Wang (2007) exponential halo model to joint anal-
yses of X-ray absorption lines in high-resolution Chan-
dra grating spectra and of X-ray emission from nearby
Suzaku blank-sky fields (Yao et al. 2009; Hagihara et al.
2010; Sakai et al. 2012).2 As noted in Section 2.1,
Yao et al. (2009) and Hagihara et al. (2010) accounted
for the foreground X-ray emission in their analyses, so
the best-fit parameters for the exponential model are
applicable to the halo. (As also noted in Section 2.1,
Sakai et al. (2012) did not mention the foreground emis-
sion in their report.)
The above studies obtained midplane densities of ∼1×
10−3 cm−3, midplane temperatures of ∼3 × 106 K, and
scale heights of a few kiloparsecs. Here, however, we are
particularly interested in the ratio of the temperature
and density scale heights, γ. The measurements of γ
from these studies are shown in column 4 of Table 1.
The low values of γ measured toward Mrk 421 and
LMC X-3 seem to favor the hot halo being convectively
unstable (Equation (8)). However, because of the large
upper error bars, the γs are also consistent with convec-
tive stability. On the PKS 2155−304 sight line, mean-
while, the measured γ favors convective stability, but is
also consistent with convective instability.
While the published values of γ do not indicate un-
ambiguously whether or not the hot halo is convectively
unstable, we can use the published uncertainties on γ in
combination with Bayes’ Theorem (e.g., Sivia & Skilling
2006) to estimate the probability that the halo meets
the criterion for convective instability. We do this in the
following section.
3.3. Probabilities of Convective Instability
To estimate the probability that the halo is convec-
tively unstable on a given sight line, we first estimate
the posterior probability distribution for γ, P (γ|d,m, I).
Here, d represents the observational data, m represents
the other model parameters besides γ, and I represents
prior information and assumptions. Note that, for our
purposes, I includes the assumption that the halo expo-
nential models are accurate descriptions of the hot halo.
Once we have estimated P (γ|d,m, I), we can estimate
the probability that γ < 3/2, and hence the probabil-
ity of the proposition that the hot halo is convectively
unstable.
Bayes’ Theorem is
P (γ|d,m, I) ∝ P (d|γ,m, I)P (γ|m, I), (9)
where P (d|γ,m, I) and P (γ|m, I) are the likelihood and
the prior probability, respectively. The likelihood is the
probability of obtaining the observed data, given the as-
sumed model. The prior represents our knowledge of γ
before the observations were taken. Other than requiring
2 See Section 2 for a brief description of how these analyses
constrained the exponential model’s parameters.
γ to be positive, we assume no prior knowledge of γ, and
hence a uniform prior probability distribution:
P (γ|m, I) =
{
constant if γ > 0;
0 otherwise. (10)
If we assume that the uncertainties on the observational
data are Gaussian, we can obtain the likelihood from χ2
(Sivia & Skilling 2006, Equation (3.65)):
P (d|γ,m, I) ∝ exp
(
−
χ2
2
)
. (11)
Note that χ2 is a function of the model parameters.
Thus, from Bayes’ Theorem (Equation (9)) we obtain
P (γ|d,m, I) ∝ exp
(
−
χ2
2
)
, (12)
provided γ > 0.
The standard method for obtaining a 90% confidence
interval is to vary the model parameter in question from
its best-fit value until χ2 has increased by 2.706 from its
minimum value, χ2min (Lampton et al. 1976; Avni 1976).
Therefore, if we assume that the χ2 surface is parabolic
near the minimum,
χ2(γ) = χ2min + 2.706
(
γ − γ0
γL,U − γ0
)2
, (13)
where γ0 is the best-fit value of γ, γL is the lower limit
of the confidence interval (used if γ ≤ γ0) and γU is the
upper limit of the confidence interval (used if γ > γ0).
Substituting Equation (13) into Equation (12), we ob-
tain
P (γ|d,m, I) =


0 if γ ≤ 0;
N exp
[
−1.353
(
γ − γ0
γL − γ0
)2]
if 0 < γ ≤ γ0;
N exp
[
−1.353
(
γ − γ0
γU − γ0
)2]
if γ > γ0,
(14)
where
N ≡
{∫ γ0
0
exp
[
−1.353
(
γ − γ0
γL − γ0
)2]
dγ+
∫
∞
γ0
exp
[
−1.353
(
γ − γ0
γU − γ0
)2]
dγ
}
−1
(15)
is the normalization. Note that Equation (14) is the pos-
terior probability distribution for γ under the assumption
that the exponential halo models are accurate descrip-
tions of the hot halo. We are not attempting to com-
pare the probabilities of different types of halo models,
in order to determine which is the best description of the
observational data.
The posterior probability distributions for γ derived
from the observations in Table 1 are plotted in Figure 1.
Note that for the Mrk 421 sight line, in the absence of
any information on χ2 below γ0, we assumed that the χ
2
surface is symmetrical about γ0.
In each panel of Figure 1 we have shaded the region
where γ < 3/2 – the area of this region gives us the
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Figure 1. Posterior probability distributions for γ, calculated
from the observations in Table 1 using Equation (14). The shading
indicates the region where γ < 3/2, indicating that the hot halo is
convectively unstable (Equation (8)).
probability that the hot halo is convectively unstable,
under the assumption that the exponential halo models
are accurate descriptions of the hot halo. These prob-
abilities are shown in the final column of Table 1. On
the Mrk 421 and LMC X-3 sight lines, there is a slightly
less than 90% chance that the hot halo is convectively
unstable. On the PKS 2155−304 sight line, however, the
probability of convective instability is much lower.
4. EXTENDED HOT HALO MODELS
Typically, observational analyses that have concluded
that the Milky Way’s hot halo is extended have as-
sumed that the halo plasma is isothermal (Gupta et al.
2012, 2013; Miller & Bregman 2013). While Gupta et al.
(2012, 2013) assumed that the halo is of uniform density,
in Miller & Bregman’s (2013) halo model the density de-
creases with Galactocentric distance (see Equation (3)),
1 10 100
−7
−6
−5
−4
−3
r (kpc)
dS
dt
 
(10
−
9  
e
rg
 K
−
1  
g−
1  
s−
1 )
Figure 2. Rate of change of halo entropy due to radiative cooling
as a function of Galactocentric distance, for Fang et al.’s (2013)
MB halo model (calculated using Equation (16)).
in which case the halo plasma will be convectively stable.
Fang et al. (2013) examined several different models
for the hot halo. They found that both an exponen-
tial disk model (of the type discussed in the previous
section) and a more extended non-isothermal halo in hy-
drostatic equilibrium with the Galaxy’s dark matter halo
(Maller & Bullock 2004) could be made consistent with
the existing X-ray emission and pulsar dispersion mea-
sure data. Fang et al. (2013) argued that indirect evi-
dence (the lack of gas in dwarf satellite galaxies and the
possible pressure-confinement of high-velocity clouds) fa-
vored the extended Maller & Bullock-like halo (which
Fang et al. refer to as the MB model).
The extended MB halo consists of adiabatic gas, with
a polytropic index of 5/3. This means that the gas is
isentropic, placing it on the boundary between convec-
tive stability and instability. However, in the absence
of additional energy injection, radiative cooling would
cause the entropy of Fang et al.’s (2013) MB model halo
to change in such a way as to make the halo convectively
unstable, as we will now show.
The change in the specific entropy, dS, due to a radia-
tive loss of energy dQ is dS = −dQ/T . In time dt, the
energy lost to radiative cooling is n2Λ(T )dt per unit vol-
ume, or (n/m¯)Λ(T )dt per unit mass, where Λ(T ) is the
cooling function (e.g., Sutherland & Dopita 1993), and
m¯ ≈ 1×10−24 g is the average mass per particle. Hence,
dS
dt
= −
nΛ(T )
m¯T
. (16)
Using the density and temperature profiles described by
Fang et al.’s (2013) Equations (1) and (2), normalized
such that n = 10−3.5 cm−3 and T = 3.5 × 106 K at
r = 1 kpc (Fang et al. 2013, Figure 1), we plot dS/dt as
a function of Galactocentric radius in Figure 2.
Figure 2 shows that radiative cooling decreases the en-
tropy of the MB model halo more rapidly at larger radii,
out to r ∼ 70 kpc. Hence, while the model halo is as-
sumed to be isentropic, Figure 2 implies that this situ-
ation would not persist – radiative cooling would result
in the entropy decreasing with r, and the halo would be-
come convectively unstable. However, it should be noted
that this change would occur slowly – the cooling time,
tcool =
3kT
2nΛ(T )
, (17)
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of the MB model plasma is ∼1–2 Gyr. In addition, radia-
tive cooling would change both the density and temper-
ature structure of the halo – a detailed simulation would
be required to check if the assumed density and tem-
perature structure of the MB model halo would indeed
ultimately give rise to convection.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. The Observed Values of γ
When considering the exponential halo model (Sec-
tion 3), we used published values of γ that were derived
from X-ray data alone. Yao et al. (2009) also investi-
gated including FUSE O VI absorption line data in their
analysis of the LMC X-3 sight line. They found that it
tightened the constraint on γ, from 0.5+1.2
−0.4 to 0.8
+0.3
−0.4.
This appears to strengthen the conclusion that the halo
is convectively unstable in this direction. However, for
the following reasons, we excluded O VI from our analy-
sis. In these exponential models, the O VI would reside
several kiloparsecs above the disk. This contradicts the
observation that ∼1/5 to ∼1/4 of the O VI column den-
sity originates below |z| = 1 kpc (Bowen et al. 2008). In
addition, Hagihara et al. (2010) point out that, because
O VI-emitting plasma has a high cooling rate, it may be
difficult to maintain an O VI-rich plasma high above the
disk (although a detailed calculation would be needed to
determine the extent to which this is true). Therefore,
while including the O VI absorption data can apparently
tighten the constraint on γ, this constraint may be un-
reliable.
The published values of γ depend in part on the sep-
aration of the halo X-ray emission from the other com-
ponents of the soft X-ray background (SXRB), namely,
the foreground emission from the Local Bubble and/or
from solar wind charge exchange, and the extragalac-
tic background emission. For the PKS 2155−304 sight
line, Hagihara et al. (2010) examined the effect of vary-
ing the normalization of the foreground component of
their SXRB emission model – they tried both a nor-
malization of zero, and a normalization ∼75% larger
than their standard value. Decreasing (increasing) the
foreground normalization decreased (increased) the halo
temperature inferred from the emission spectrum, Temis
(Hagihara et al. 2010, Table 4).
The lower value of Temis resulting from a foreground
normalization of zero is consistent with Tabs for this
sight line, implying that the halo is isothermal on this
sight line. Indeed, with a foreground normalization of
zero, the exponential halo model yields a relatively large
value of γ (3.39, versus 2.44 for their standard fore-
ground model). The temperature scale height being a
few times the density scale height implies that, from the
point of view of the plasma relevant to X-ray observa-
tions, the halo is close to being isothermal. Since the
density decreases with height, the halo is likely to be
convectively stable in this case: with a foreground nor-
malization of zero, Hagihara et al.’s (2010) results im-
ply P (γ < 3/2) = 0.05, compared with 0.15 for their
standard foreground normalization (Table 1). It should
be noted, however, that a foreground normalization of
zero may be unrealistic – models of solar wind charge
exchange emission suggest that &1 photons cm−2 s−1
sr−1 of foreground O VII emission is present in most ob-
served SXRB spectra (Koutroumpa et al. 2007), while
Suzaku observations of the SXRB suggest a uniform fore-
ground O VII intensity of ∼2 photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1
(Yoshino et al. 2009; note that Hagihara et al. (2010)
chose their standard foreground normalization to yield
an O VII intensity of 2 photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1).
At the other extreme, increasing Hagihara et al.’s
(2010) foreground normalization led to a greater discrep-
ancy between Temis and Tabs. This led to a smaller best-
fit value of γ (1.47), and to an increased probability of
convective instability: P (γ < 3/2) = 0.69
Yao et al. (2009) also examined variants of their stan-
dard SXRB spectral model for the LMC X-3 sight line.
They varied the normalization of the foreground compo-
nent and the spectrum of the extragalactic component,
and found that γ was not strongly affected. However,
these variations on Yao et al.’s (2009) analysis all in-
cluded the O VI absorption data. It is unclear how sen-
sitive the value of γ derived for the LMC X-3 sight line
from X-ray data alone would be to the other components
of the SXRB. However, since γ is better constrained for
the LMC X-3 sight line than for the PKS 2155−304 sight
line (compare rows 3 and 4 of Table 1), varying the other
components of the SXRB model is unlikely to have as
large an effect on P (γ < 3/2) for the LMC X-3 sight line
as it did above for the PKS 2155−304 sight line.
In summary, we acknowledge that the uncertainty in
the foreground component of the SXRB emission model
introduces some uncertainty in our estimates of P (γ <
3/2) for the exponential halo model. However, there is
insufficient information in the published studies that we
have used to quantify this uncertainty.
The observed values of γ, and hence the probabili-
ties of the halo being convectively unstable that we have
calculated for the exponential halo model, may be re-
fined in the light of future observations. In addition, fu-
ture spectral analyses could use a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo method (e.g., Press et al. 2007, Section 15.8) to ex-
plore the model parameter space. Using such a method
would allow one to obtain the posterior distribution for
γ directly from the spectral analysis, rather than hav-
ing to infer it from the confidence intervals derived by
varying χ2. Furthermore, such an approach could allow
one to marginalize over the normalization of the fore-
ground component of the SXRB emission model. This
means that the posterior distribution for γ (and hence
the probability of convective instability) would automat-
ically take into account the uncertainty in the foreground
emission.
5.2. Implications for the Hot Halo
The observational results based on the exponential
halo model imply that the probability that the halo is
convectively unstable in the direction of PKS 2155−304
is much lower than in the directions of LMC X-3 or
Mrk 421 (Table 1). Since the halo is observed to
be non-uniform in emission (e.g., Yoshino et al. 2009;
Henley et al. 2010; Henley & Shelton 2013), it is entirely
possible for some regions of the hot halo to be convec-
tively unstable and for others to be stable. Note that
PKS 2155−304 is 73◦ and 164◦ from LMC X-3 and
Mrk 421, respectively, and so the regions of the halo that
these sight lines are probing are well separated.
For a given halo model, we can using Equation (17) to
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Figure 3. The ratio of the estimated speed at which the halo fluid
must convect upward in order to offset the radiative losses, z/tcool
or r/tcool, to the adiabatic sound speed, vsound. This ratio was
calculated using Equations (17) and (18). The solid and dashed
curves were calculated using the best-fit exponential halo models
for the Mrk 421 and LMC X-3 sight lines, respectively (Sakai et al.
2012; Yao et al. 2009), and are plotted as functions of height, z.
The dotted curve was calculated using Fang et al.’s (2013) MB
model, and is plotted as a function of Galactocentric distance, r.
The horizontal dot-dash line indicates z/tcool or r/tcool = vsound.
calculate the cooling time of the halo gas as a function of
height, z, or Galactocentric radius, r. We can then use
z/tcool(z) or r/tcool(r) to estimate the speed at which
the halo fluid must convect upward in order to offset the
radiative losses. We can compare this with the adiabatic
sound speed,
vsound =
√
5kT
3m¯
, (18)
to see if the radiative energy losses can be offset by sub-
sonic convective heating.
Figure 3 shows (z/tcool)/vsound as a function of z, cal-
culated using the best-fit exponential halo models for
the Mrk 421 (solid) and LMC X-3 (dashed) sight lines
(Sakai et al. 2012; Yao et al. 2009). Up to z ∼ 2.5 kpc,
(z/tcool)/vsound < 1. Since these models imply that most
of the X-ray-emitting and O VII- and O VIII-bearing gas
resides below ∼2.5 kpc (at which height T ∼ 6× 105 K;
Yao et al. 2009; Sakai et al. 2012), this result implies
that this region could be kept hot by subsonic convec-
tion replacing cooling gas with hotter gas from below.
Figure 3 also shows (r/tcool)/vsound for the MB model
discussed in Section 4 (Fang et al. 2013). For this model,
(r/tcool)/vsound < 1 out to a Galactocentric distance of
at least 100 kpc. The main reason (r/tcool)/vsound is
small for this model is that the cooling time is long, as
noted in Section 4. Hence, if radiative cooling perturbed
the MB model, resulting in a convective instability (Sec-
tion 4), subsonic convection should be able to maintain
the temperature of the halo, in spite of radiative losses.
When considering the exponential models of the halo,
we reiterate the point made in Section 3.3 that the
probabilities that the halo is convectively unstable (Ta-
ble 1) are conditional upon these exponential models
being good descriptions of the hot halo. We noted in
Section 2.3 that, in reality, the halo may consist of an
exponential-like distribution in the lower halo, plus a
more extended, low-density halo suggested by indirect
evidence and expected from disk galaxy formation simu-
lations. We do not attempt to come up with a compos-
ite halo model here, but point out that the instability
criterion derived in Section 3.1 may be applied to the
exponential portion of such a model.
Another issue that we do not attempt to address is the
timescale on which convection would tend to change the
density and temperature distributions of the model halos
we have examined. Could a dynamical equilibrium exist,
or would convection tend to smooth out the temperature
distribution on a short timescale? If this timescale is
short, it may argue against certain convectively unstable
models being accurate descriptions of the hot halo gas.
Alternatively, one could require that a model halo be
convectively stable. In the case of the exponential halo
model, this would involve imposing a lower limit of 3/2
on γ in the spectral analysis. More generally, it would
involve requiring that a model halo’s entropy, Tn−2/3,
increases with distance from the Galaxy. If, on the other
hand, convectively unstable halo models are good de-
scriptions of the hot halo gas, in the lower halo at least,
this argues in favor of this gas being heated from the
bottom, by supernova activity in the disk.
6. SUMMARY
We have examined the convective stability of the
Milky Way’s hot halo. Halo models in which the den-
sity and temperature decrease exponentially with height
(Yao & Wang 2007; Yao et al. 2009; Hagihara et al.
2010; Sakai et al. 2012) are convectively unstable if γ <
3/2, where γ is the ratio of the temperature and density
scale heights (Section 3.1). Using the published best-fit
values and confidence intervals for γ, derived from joint
analyses of X-ray emission and absorption line data (Sec-
tion 3.2), we calculated the posterior probabilities for the
hot halo being convectively unstable, under the assump-
tion that these exponential models are good descriptions
of the halo (Section 3.3). We found that these probabili-
ties are just under 90% in the directions of LMC X-3 and
Mrk 421 (Yao et al. 2009; Sakai et al. 2012), but only
15% in the direction of PKS2155−304 (Hagihara et al.
2010). These results imply that, if the published ex-
ponential models are good descriptions of the hot gas
distribution (at least in the lower halo), this gas is rea-
sonably likely to be convectively unstable in two out of
three directions, arguing in favor of it being heated from
the bottom by supernova activity in the disk.
We also examined model distributions in which the
hot halo gas is more extended (Section 4). A variety of
such models exists. Miller & Bregman (2013) assumed
an isothermal halo in which the gas density is described
by a β-model in their analysis of O VII absorption line
data. This model halo is convectively stable, as the tem-
perature of the gas is constant while its density decreases
with distance from the Galaxy. Fang et al. (2013), mean-
while, showed that a model in which the hot halo is as-
sumed to be a non-isothermal gas in hydrostatic equilib-
rium with the Galaxy’s dark matter (Maller & Bullock
2004) is consistent with the existing pulsar dispersion
measure and X-ray emission data. The gas in this model
is isentropic, and would thus be on the border between
convective stability and instability if radiative cooling
were unimportant. However, we found that radiative
cooling could perturb this model toward instability, and
hence that heating from disk supernovae via convection
could play a role in maintaining such a halo against ra-
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diative heat loss.
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